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Abstract
The FRIB Driver Linac is to accelerate all the stable
ions beyond 200 MeV/nucleon with a beam power of 400
kW. The linac is unique, being compactly folded twice. In
this report, the room temperature magnets, amounting 147
in total, after Front End with a 0.5-MeV RFQ, are detailed, emphasizing the rotating coil field measurements
and fiducialization.

ties from any lithium sputtering. In total, 151 RT magnets
are completed or under construction by an outside vendor,
including 4 spare Q1s to be used for the case of one CM
missing. Note that H stands for hexapole (sextupole).

INTRODUCTION
The driver linac of the Facility for Rare Isotope Beams
(FRIB) [1, 2] is to accelerate all the stable ions (including
uranium) up to or beyond 200 MeV/nucleon (MeV/u)
with a beam power of 400 kW (5 × 1013 238U/s). The linac
is twice folded as shown in Fig. 1 in order to make it
sufficiently compact to be located in the university campus, and to reuse the existing experimental facility. The
linac is divided into seven segments; Front End (FE),
Linac Segment (LS) 1, Folding Segment (FS) 1, LS2,
FS2, LS3, and Beam Delivery Segment (BDS). Figure 1
is also showing the segments where the room temperature
(RT) magnets to be reported here are located. The other
segments were filled out by accelerating cyomodules
(CMs), to which superconducting (SC) solenoids attached
with horizontal and vertical dipoles are installed for
transverse focusing and steering.

Figure 2: Magnets for the FRIB driver linac.
Originally, it was planned to use combined function
magnets of quadrupole and sextupole for FS1 and BDS.
After the separate function solution was found [3], all the
linac RT magnets become quite common ones. Then, the
manufacturing and the testing of these common magnets
need no technical challenges. On the other hand, due care
is still necessary for these magnets to guide the high power beams to be focused on the target with small emittances and sizes. Also, any project always need good value
engineering (separate function rather than combined function was most effective example).
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FIELD MAPPING RESULTS

Figure 1: FRIB driver linac showing the segments (boxed
in orange) where the RT magnets to be reported here are
placed.
Figure 2 shows all the magnets to be used for the
FRIB driver linac. The beam transport sections are
equipped with the standard quadrupole magnets Q1s and
the standard corrector magnets C2s. Most of C2s (44 of
46) are from Lawrence Berkley National Laboratory
(LBNL), being not reported here. A dog leg consisting of
four 5-degree dipole D1s is located on each side of the
liquid lithium charge stripper in order to protect SC cavi___________________________________________
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Even if all the magnets have easily obtainable performance, we need to verify that all the magnets have required performance. The field mapping is performed by
means of a all probe for one magnet of each type of quadrupoles and sextupoles and for all the dipole magnets. The
absolute integrated field measured so far were compared
with the requirement in Table 1. All the measurement
results with the specified currents exceed the required
values.
Table 1: Integrated Fields

Magnet
Type

Required

Measured

Q1
Q2

≥ 8.7 T/mˑm
≥ 7.8 T/mˑm

9.5 T/mˑm
8.5 T/mˑm

Q6
H3
C1
C3

≥ 3.0 T/mˑm
≥ 3.0 T/m2ˑm
≥ 0.0060 Tˑm
≥ 0.0160 Tˑm

3.2 T/mˑm
3.9 T/mˑm
0.0063 Tˑm
0.0160 Tˑm
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Table 2 shows the measured results of field uniformity
compared with the modelling and requirements. It can be
seen that the measured results are slightly worse than the
modelling as expected, but are within the requirements.
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allowed multipole. The small values are consistent with
the uniformity shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Integrated Field Uniformity in Good Field
Region (% in full)
Magnet
Type

Required

Modelled

Measured

Q1
Q2

1.0
1.4

0.4
0.4

0.6 ± 0.1
0.5 ± 0.1

Q6
H3
C1
C3

1.4
10
20
20

1.2
5.0
1.4
2.4

1.1 ± 0.2
4.9 ± 1.0
1.8 ± 0.4
3.0 ± 0.6

Figure 4: Excitation curve of the first Q1.

ROTATING COIL MEASUREMENTS

Figure 5: The deviation of the field center from the rotating axis. No significant current dependence observed.

Figure 3: The output signal from the main coil and that
compensated by the compensation coil. The coil is rotating at a period of 3 s.
Figure 4 shows the quadrupole component of the main
coil output calibrated to the integrated field gradient versus the current. Figure 5 shows the deviation of the field
axis from the rotating axis, derived from the dipole component of the main coil output versus the current. The
deviation is within 0.1 mm, but the alignment will be
done by using these data. Therefore, the alignment error
should be significantly improved. Figure 6 shows the
higher multipole components (2n-pole) obtained from
Fourier analysis of the compensated output. Here, n = 6 is
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Figure 6: Multipole components obtained from Fourier
analysis of the compensated output.
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The rotating coil measurements [4] were carried out for
all the quadrupole and sextupole magnets. The system is
comprised of two coils; the main coil and the compensation coil. In the case of quadrupole magnets, the compensation coil output cancels both dipole and quadrupole
components of the main coil output, so that the higher
multipole ones can be measured with high accuracy.
Figure 3 shows typical results of both the main coil
output and the compensated output. The dipole component can be seen from the slight deviation from the periodicity, indicating the field center axis being deviated from
the rotating axis.
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In order to confirm the rotating coil results, the measurement was performed at various rotating speed and
different time. Figure 7 verifies the n = 6 component
independent of rotating velocity. It is interesting to note
that the saturation effect is much more prominent in the
current dependence of the n = 6 component than the quadrupole component, since the n = 6 component arises from
the non-uniformity at the pole edge.
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CONCLUSION
Among the 151 FRIB driver linac RT magnets ordered
to the outside vendor, 128 were completed to date, and it
is forecasted that all are to be completed towards the end
of 2016. The FRIB effort has been devoted to the value
engineering, finding the possible design of the separate
function to replace the combined function quadrupole and
sextupole and using the rotating coil to ensure the performance of all the magnets. All the 128 completed magnets
passed the excitation tests, the rotating coil measurement
tests or hall probe mapping tests.
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Figure 8: From left to right, a) fiducial fixtures, b) ¼”
shank pin nest, and c) ½” SMR.
For fiducialization, the coordinate system is established
by measuring the coordinates of four pole gap centers on
each end (quadrupole case) by means of the laser tracker.
With respect to the system thus established, the coordinates of the six fiducials are measured by putting the
SMR into the nest for the laser tracker. The rotating coil
system with a cylindrical shell just fitted to a magnet
aperture is inserted into the magnet aperture, being approximately located at the mechanical central axis. Then,
the rotating axis of the rotating coil system was measured
with respect to the above coordinate system by means of
the laser tracker. The spatial relation between the rotating
axis and fiducials thus measured is captured into a laser
tracker software which is common between the fiducialization and alignment. The field-measured data exemplified by Figure 5 shall be taken into account for the magnet alignment.
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